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MAKING
TOMORROW’S
DECISIONS TODAY. 
SNOWMASTER
FROM TECHNOALPIN.

SNOWMASTER from TechnoAlpin marks the next

step towards digitalization for ski resorts.

The software gives ski resort managers an unrestricted 

overview of the planning and progress of snowmaking 

processes.



A NEW WAY
OF COMMUNICATING.
SMART AND SIMPLE. 

How much snow is on the slope? How many hours have the snow 

guns been in use? How many snow guns were operating? And 

most importantly, when can I open the ski resort? The answers 

to these and other questions are summarized quickly and clearly 

with SNOWMASTER and with reference to individual slopes. The 

software simplifies communication between the management and the 

snowmaking team.

VITAL STATISTICS.
PRECISION IN ACTION. 

SNOWMASTER provides a simple overview of the defined snowmaking 

targets and phases. It shows clearly which phase of snowmaking is 

currently taking place and how the resources can be best used, taking 

into account the information provided in the forecasts. It is possible 

to see the extent to which the short-term snowmaking targets or the 

targets for the season have already been achieved. 

FIRST THINGS FIRST.
DETAILS AT A GLANCE.

Various ski areas can be displayed in SNOWMASTER and different 

groups of slopes can be entered for each individual ski area, enabling 

faster access to information on the relevant priorities. Furthermore, 

all SNOWMASTER data are broken down by altitude ranges. This 

includes forecasts, resource requirements and snow production.

MULTI-DEVICE.
UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE.

Thanks to its fully responsive design, SNOWMASTER is available 

on all standard devices whether working from an office PC or smart 

working, or out and about with a mobile phone or tablet. Every user 

can log into their own space using personal log-in credentials and 

have immediate access to all information in real time. SNOWMASTER 

can also be accessed directly via ATASSpro and is therefore 

available to the snow team at any time. 

THE FUTURE.
HERE AND NOW. 

TechnoAlpin is the first and only supplier to provide ski resorts 

with forecasts for snow production by utilizing expertise gathered 

over many years and meticulous calculations. The company has 

developed a game-changer for managing ski resorts.

Taking detailed weather forecasts into account, the SNOWMASTER 

calculates the amount of snow that can be produced in the next 

few days and the amount of water required to do so. The detailed 

information on temperatures, resources requirements and future 

costs, holds the key to optimizing the planning processes. All this is 

made possible by the data coming from ATASSpro.

THE WHOLE SKI RESORT
UNDER CONTROL.
IN YOUR HANDS. 

SNOWMASTER can access large amounts of ATASSpro data. 

This relates to the volume of snow produced, utilization rate, water 

consumption and temperatures. The system is still controlled by 

the snowmaking manager via ATASSpro, but in addition all the 

data required to make decisions are displayed quickly and clearly in 

SNOWMASTER in real time.

www.technoalpin.com


